Hindi? Urdu? Hindustani? Hindi-Urdu?

Most of the films reviewed at this site are made by the cinema industry based in Mumbai (Bombay). Their language is identified in the notes as "Hindi"—which is one label for the lingua-franca of much of north and central South Asia. This spoken language (sometimes also called "Hindustani") is commonly written in two scripts: Devanagari (a chunky, angular script identified with its Sanskrit heritage)

बड़े भाग मानुष तनु पावा।
सुर दुर्लभ सब ग्रंथन्त्र गावा॥

and Nastaliq (a flowing cursive based on the Arabic alphabet, indicative of a thousand years of Islamic cultural influence in the region).

เมตหेयापन जालियाइपन चलक बिलाल
जब नाक के परे से आना केन्द्र तिन।

When Hindi is written in Nastaliq, most people nowadays call it "Urdu" and DVD boxes sometimes identify film language thus (e.g., MUGHAL-E-AZAM, which is set in a 16th century Mughal court and has a highly Persianized vocabulary is said to be in "Urdu"). It is important to recognize that, political and religious differences of recent times notwithstanding, Hindi and Urdu are grammatically and practically a single language, and it seems foolish to categorize Mumbai-made "Hindi" films as being in "Urdu" whenever they
happen to be about Muslims. In fact, the language of Mumbai films in general (like much of the everyday speech of north and central India) contains a large number of Persian and Arabic words (especially for romantic love — a major preoccupation of this cinema) and is thus fairly "Urdu-ized" in flavor. Rather than contribute to the further division of this unitary (and unifying) language along religious lines, we elect to simply call it "Hindi," and regret if this does not please all readers.


Also recommended (on Hindi/Urdu):
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